AWP Agenda 2022

Liz Moore: (7 min)
--Reminders (cell phone whatever), give overview of program
--Read brief panelist intros -- maybe just the ones we submitted
--Begin discussion by giving a description of the impetus for and beginning of the Claw

Annie Liontas (5 min)
--Structure of the group & how it works
**just a reminder, maybe read that mini-manifesto Emma wrote after the Email Incident

Asali Solomon (5 min)
--Support & mentorship in the Claw

Carmen Machado (5 min)
--Successes and pitfalls

Emma Eisenberg (5min)
--Contextualizing writing/community and the bigger picture

Liz Moore: (8-10 mins)
ask a couple of panel questions:
--What about competition and jealousy?
--What has been specifically helpful?

Audience Q&A & discussion 25 mins